
                                                             Share the Flame LLC      

                                                    INSIGHT. IGNITE. INSPIRE.       

            “We are not vessels to be filled rather flames to be lit”                                                                
African Proverb      

Share the Flame LLC, desires to partner with corporate and academic organizations to provide customized insightful consulting 
and training to extinguish resistance to change and ignite an inspired shared vision for teaming, leadership, diversity, equity, and 
inclusion! Share the Flame LLC desires to ignite a personalized Sacred Flame vision of self for Women of Color through 
transformational coaching, enclaved community, and tribal collective care. Share the Flame LLC desires to inspire people higher 
through motivational keynotes, dynamic social justice storytelling, compelling panelist participation, constructive informing 
and/or empowering commencement speeches!                                    

                                  

                              Debra (Debi) Jenkins PhD                           
                

   

Debra (Debi) Jenkins, PhD is the founder and CEO of Share the Flame LLC and  an 
award-winning life coach, author, national and international presenter, facilitator, 
and educator with expertise in development, liberation, and transformational 
psychology within the context of diversity, equity, and inclusion. Clientele refer to 
Dr. Debi’s whole life approach as enlightening, refreshing, and innovative! Dr. Debi 
is powerfully and meaningfully engaging with individuals and groups to ignite 
growth, development, and change on personal, professional, and organizational 
levels. In addition to Dr. Debi being the founder of Share the Flame LLC, she has 
experience in leadership and education with degrees in Education and 
Administration (AAS: Early Childhood Education & PhD: Higher Education 
Administration), Human Development (BA: Developmental Education, MA: 
Bicultural Development) and an MS in Psychology.   

   

    

                                                                                                                                                                                   
Email: debrajenkins@shareflame.com                     

Carrie Wiekel-Delaplane- Higher Education Administrator                        Website: www.shareflame.com  
                                                                                                                                                                             Phone: 541-400-1364  
“Debi's energy and positive message resonate with her audience. Debi’s      
words and her spirit encourage and support people who hear her to not just listen but actively participate. Debi’s knowledge experience is 
shared in a way which moves people to a place of action and empathy   for themselves and for those around them. Listening to Debi speak 
and serving the group- I saw engaged people who could relate! Spending time with Debi is truly transformative!”   Listening to Debi speak 
and serving the group- I saw engaged people who could relate! Spending time with Debi is truly transformative!”    
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